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The propagation of premixed flames in adiabatic and non-catalytic planar microchannels
subject to an assisted or opposed Poiseuille flow is considered. The diffusive–thermal
model and the well-known two-step chain-branching kinetics are used in order to in-
vestigate the role of the differential diffusion of the intermediate species on the spatial
and temporal flame stability. This numerical study successfully compares steady-state
and time-dependent computations to the linear stability analysis of the problem. Results
show that for fuel Lewis numbers less than unity, LeF < 1, and at sufficiently large values
of the opposed Poiseuille flow rate, symmetry-breaking bifurcation arises. It is seen that
small values of the radical Lewis number, LeZ, stabilise the flame to symmetric shape
solutions, but result in earlier flashback. For very lean flames, the effect of the radical
on the flame stabilisation becomes less important due to the small radical concentration
typically found in the reaction zone. Cellular flame structures were also identified in this
regime. For LeF > 1, flames propagating in adiabatic channels suffer from oscillatory
instabilities. The Poiseuille flow stabilises the flame and the effect of LeZ is opposite to
that found for LeF < 1. Small values of LeZ further destabilise the flame to oscillating
or pulsating instabilities.

Keywords: premixed flames dynamics; chain-branching kinetic model; micro-
combustion; symmetry-breaking bifurcation; oscillatory instability

1. Introduction

The aim of the present work is to study the influence of the intermediate species on the
stabilisation and dynamics of flame propagation in adiabatic and non-catalytic microchan-
nels. The systematic study of the intermediate species effect can provide insight into the
design and operation of practical microcombustors by reducing the undesirable unsteady
combustion modes. The role of the intermediate species could be of particular interest in
the catalytic combustion [1] used in micro-scale reactors coupled, for example, with fuel
reforming for hydrogen production [2,3].

Most theoretical studies of flame dynamics in channels have employed a simple one-step
Arrhenius-type model F + O → P, where F, O and P denote the fuel, the oxidant and the
products, respectively, for chemistry modelling. Although this simple kinetic model does
not consider intermediate species, it has demonstrated an acceptable success in clarifying the
role of the complex physical phenomena involved in flame dynamics in channels [4–11].
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Among the most important phenomena, we distinguish the flame–fluid or momentum
interaction (where we can include the thermal expansion and viscous effect), the flame–
wall interaction (including both the thermal and catalytic interaction), and the differential
diffusion effect.

A one-step model was used in [4] for predicting the flashback conditions and flame
shapes in an adiabatic planar channel for LeF = 1 and subject to a prescribed Poiseuille flow.
LeF �= 1 flames were further studied in [6], also in adiabatic channels and with the use of a
one-step kinetic model. There, it was demonstrated that for LeF < 1 the differential diffusion
effect destabilises the steady symmetric solutions to non-symmetric ones, this effect being
amplified due to flame curvature when the flow rate in the channel is increased. Only
non-symmetric solutions remain stable for large enough values of the flow rate, following
a supercritical bifurcation. These non-symmetric solutions modify the flashback condition.
On the other hand, for LeF > 1, in cases where the planar flame suffers from oscillatory
instabilities [12], the Poiseuille flow stabilises the flame and oscillatory solutions vanish.
The effect of the differential diffusion between heat and mass in the symmetry-breaking
or oscillatory instability occurrence is seen to decrease in importance as the width of
the channel is reduced [6,7]. All the work cited above made use of the thermo-diffusive
approximation, also called the constant density approximation, to eliminate the flame–fluid
interaction due to thermal expansion and viscous effects and therefore to concentrate on
the preferential diffusion effect of the fuel.

When the thermal flame–wall interaction effect is included, the flame dynamics be-
come richer. Heat loss is found to amplify the diffusive–thermal instability for LeF < 1,
as demonstrated in a Hele–Shaw configuration [13,14], for example, can also drive the
flame to oscillate [15,16]. These unsteady solutions were found when increasing the duct
size in the case of isothermal walls for LeF < 1 [8]; however, they only appear in the
adiabatic-wall cases for LeF > 1, as shown later in the present work. Following a sub-
critical Hopf bifurcation, two stable combustion modes, that is, a steady weak flame (also
called mild combustion) and an ignition–extinction oscillating flame, can coexist when the
wall temperature is sufficiently close to the quenching extinction limit. When the channel
height increases, a more complex dynamic arises: two oscillatory modes, symmetric and
non-symmetric, can coexist; see [9]. Different burning modes such as mild combustion,
ignition–extinction, steady symmetric and non-symmetric flames, and oscillating or pulsat-
ing flames, including cellular and chaotic behaviour, have been identified in the numerical
simulation of premixed hydrogen–air flames in micro and meso channels with a specified
wall temperature and using detailed chemistry and transport [17,18]. A complex combus-
tion mode, called a spinning flame, where the flame presents a non-symmetric shape and
rotates in the azimuthal direction, has also been reported recently in three-dimensional
studies of hydrogen–air flames in tubes [19]. In these simulations it was observed that the
lighter species or radicals (H, O, OH) were the first species to move away from the tube
axis when increasing the inlet velocity in an axisymmetric flame solution, anticipating the
role of radicals in flame stability, as discussed below in Section 6.

Some combustion modes obtained in numerical simulations were first observed exper-
imentally. For instance, stationary and repetitive ignition–extinction flames were stabilised
in both a fixed-wall-temperature configuration and without an imposed wall-temperature
distribution, in methane and/or hydrogen–air mixtures for medium and low flow rates,
respectively; see [20–23].

Based on the diffusive–thermal model and using a one-step kinetic model, Daou and
Matalon [5] studied the effect of heat loss to the walls in extinction conditions for steady
propagation, obtaining a value of the quenching distance in agreement with the experimental
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one. The effect of heat recirculation in extinction conditions was studied for a simplified
two-dimensional steady Swiss-roll-like model [10,11] and using quasi-one-dimensional
analysis [24]. Heat recirculation can significantly extend the flammability limit and the
quenching distance.

When the catalytic flame–wall interaction is taken into account, much of the oscillating
and steady non-symmetric combustion modes predicted in planar channels can be sup-
pressed, as obtained for example for hydrogen–air flames with platinum-coated walls [25].
The radical quenching and the heat generated by the surface recombination reactions at the
walls, coupling with the gas mixture, were studied in [26] for a hydrogen–air impinging-jet
configuration, demonstrating the importance of catalytic reactions in the ignition–extinction
points, specially near flammability conditions. All of the above indicates that the reactivity
of intermediate species plays a sufficiently important role in the flame dynamics in channels
to justify a separate study, as done recently with the use of a two-step kinetic model in a
quasi-one-dimensional study [27].

Therefore, before extending the one-step model results to a detailed chemistry, as done
in [17–19] for premixed hydrogen–air flames, or to a global reaction, as in [28–30] for
methane–air flames, the present work addresses the influence of the preferential diffusion
of the intermediate species on the flame dynamics by using a simple two-step chain-
branching model. This chain-branching kinetics is usually preferred as a better approach to
real hydrocarbons and hydrogen flame description than that of the simple one-step model
[31–33].

2. Formulation of the problem

Consider a premixed flame propagating in a planar channel. The fuel–air mixture is at initial
temperature T0 and immersed in a Poiseuille flow with mean velocity U0. In what follows,
h denotes the height of the channel and x′, y′ denote the longitudinal and wall-normal
coordinates, respectively. The resulting curved flame separates the fresh mixture, far to
the left, from the combustion products downstream to the right, as shown in the sketch in
Figure 1.

This paper deals with a diffusive–thermal model, so the density of the mixture ρ, the
heat capacity cp, the thermal diffusivityDT , and the molecular diffusivity of the fuelDF and
radical DZ are all assumed to be constant. As a consequence, the flow field is not affected
by combustion. For the small value of h studied in the present work, which corresponds to
the micro-scale combustion regime, the Reynolds number will be at most a few hundred
[34] and the flow can then be considered primarily laminar. The flow velocity is given by the
fully-developed Hagen–Poiseuille base flow, that is, U (y ′) = ux ′ = 6U0(1 − y ′/h)(y ′/h)

Figure 1. Sketch of the problem indicating the coordinate system, the Poiseuille base flow U(y′)
and the typical symmetric tulip-shaped flame [28], marked here by the mass fraction contours of the
intermediate species (upper half) and the isotherms (lower half). Also shown is an example (lower
half) of the selected reference temperature T∗ = T (x ′

∗, y
′
∗), which is used to write Equations (3)–(5)

in a moving reference frame.
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and uy ′ = 0, where ux ′ and uy ′ denote the x- and y-components of the flow velocity,
respectively, so the transverse convective term does not enter into the formulation below.

The mixture is assumed to be deficient in fuel and therefore the mass fraction of the
oxidant, which is in abundance, does not appear in the formulation. In order to evaluate the
effect of the intermediate species, the chemical reaction is modelled by the chain-branching
kinetics proposed by Dold et al. [31,32]. This two-step model includes the branching and
recombination steps

F + Z → 2Z : ωB = AB

ρYF

WF

ρYZ

WZ

exp{−E/RoT },

Z + M → P + M + Q : ωC = AC

ρYZ

WZ

ρ

W
, (1)

where ωB is the molar rate per unit volume of the chain-branching reaction, which is
thermally sensitive to the activation energy E, and ωC is the molar rate per unit volume of
the chain-termination reaction, which is independent of the temperature. In what follows,
AB and AC are the frequency factors, T is the temperature, Z denotes the intermediate
species, YF and YZ are the mass fractions of fuel and radical, M stands for any third body, Ro

is the universal gas constant, and WF, WZ and W are the fuel, radical and mean molecular
weights, respectively. All the heat Q is assumed to be released only in the completion step,
where Q is the heat of combustion per unit mole of fuel.

The earliest chain-branching kinetic model, proposed by Zel’dovich and explored later
by Liñán in the frame of hydrogen–oxygen combustion [35,36], assumed that the chain-
termination reaction was second order in Z, that is, 2Z + M → P + M. This former model
suffered from the ‘cold-boundary difficulty’ [37] in the sense that branching is possible for
all low concentrations of Z. Therefore, it is not possible to identify a temperature below
which branching of intermediate species is cut off, as seen to occur in hydrogen chemistry
[38].

Dold’s model is more convenient. It provides the existence of this cut-off in the branching
of radicals at a well-known crossover temperature. At this temperature branching and
recombination of intermediate species balance in a homogeneous system, that is, ωB =
ωC. However, in a non-homogeneous system like a flame, the definition of the branching
temperature Tc turns out to be more useful. This branching temperature, also known as
a non-homogeneous crossover temperature, is located in the thin reactive zone, where
the concentration of Z peaks, and is usually defined by the relation ωB = β2ωC. In this
inner zone, both recombination and diffusion enter to remove the radicals and compete
with branching. By using an order-of-magnitude analysis, it is possible to demonstrate
that a factor β2 is needed to account for these effects. Another characteristic of the chain-
branching kinetics is that fuel leakage can arise for flames close to the flammability limit,
as demonstrated in [39]. The reader is referred to Dold et al. [31,32] for further details.
From the latter expression, the branching temperature can be evaluated at the initial fuel
mass fraction YF0 and leads to the following implicit equation:

AB

AC

W

WF

YF0 =
(

E

Ro
· Tc − T0

T 2
c

)2

exp

{
E

RoTc

}
, (2)

to be used in the dimensionless formulation given below. Herein β = E(Tc − T0)/RoT 2
c

stands for the relevant Zel’dovich number based on Tc.
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The chain-branching model defines a kinetically controlled flammability limit, as occurs
in the kinetic mechanism of hydrogen–air deflagrations [40,41]. Close to the flammability
limit, a parallel between the two-step chain-branching kinetics and the one-step model
emerges, with an effective activation energy in the one-step model that becomes singular
as the flammability limit is approached [32,33,40,41].

The chain-branching reactions are located in the high-temperature region of the flame
because of their typical high activation energy. These reactions produce an increase of
the intermediate species or chemical radicals which diffuse upstream and downstream of
this thin branching zone and recombine to products by means of a very exothermic chain-
termination reaction in a wider region. Heat release occurs throughout the flame due to
radical recombination, and fuel exhaustion is reached interior to the flame, which is a
characteristic of real flames [32]. In the one-step model, however, fuel consumption and
the final adiabatic flame temperature are reached simultaneously.

It is interesting to note that the two forms of instability of freely propagating flames,
that is, cellular and oscillatory instabilities, are also found when using the two-step chain-
branching kinetics. These instabilities depend mainly on LeF and the radical Lewis number,
LeZ, and also on the heat of reaction. However, the dependence of the solutions with the
activation energy of the branching reaction is known to be weak, a surprising characteristic
that differs from the behaviour of the one-step model. For LeF > 1, the chain-branching
model predicts oscillatory instability, but only below a threshold heat of reaction, found
to be very close to the flammability limit and for too high LeF [32,33,42]. The radical
concentration at this limit is very small, indicating the significant role of the intermediate
species on flame stabilisation. Cellular instability arises, however, in a wider range of heats
of reaction far from the flammability limit when LeF < 1.

As done before in [6,8], a reference frame attached to the flame front at a point (x ′
∗, y

′
∗)

is used to describe the flame propagation. Consider a line parallel to the wall located at a
distance y ′ = y ′

∗, as sketched in Figure 1. Following the temperature distribution along this
line, starting from the unburned side, we choose the first point x ′ = x ′

∗ where the temperature
is equal to some reference value T = T∗. We choose the reference frame moving at the
velocity Uf(t′) of this point relative to the wall. Note that for steady flame propagation the
whole flame surface moves with a constant velocity equal to Uf independent of the location
of the reference point (x ′

∗, y
′
∗). However, for unsteady flame dynamics, the flame does not

move as a whole and each point propagates with its own velocity. The specific form of Uf

depends in this case on the choice of the reference temperature T∗.
The conservation of energy and mass fraction equations written in the moving reference

frame become

∂T

∂t ′
+

{
Uf (t ′) + 6U0

y ′

h

(
1 − y ′

h

)}
∂T

∂x ′ = DT �′T + Q

cp
· ωC

ρ
(3)

∂YF

∂t ′
+

{
Uf (t ′) + 6U0

y ′

h

(
1 − y ′

h

)}
∂YF

∂x ′ = DF �′YF − WF
ωB

ρ
(4)

∂YZ

∂t ′
+

{
Uf (t ′) + 6U0

y ′

h

(
1 − y ′

h

)}
∂YZ

∂x ′ = DZ�′YZ + WZ
ωB

ρ
− WF

ωC

ρ
, (5)

where �′ = ∂2/∂x′2 + ∂2/∂y′2 and t′ denotes the dimensional time.
To better clarify the problem, the burning velocity of the planar flame SL together

with the thermal flame thickness, defined as δT = DT /SL, are used below to specify
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the dimensionless parameters. A non-dimensional temperature defined as θ = (T − T0)/
(Tc − T0) is also introduced in the following. Choosing h and h2/DT as the reference length
and timescales, the non-dimensional coordinates and time become respectively (x, y) =
(x′/h, y′/h) and t = t ′/(h2/DT ). Fuel and radical mass fraction are scaled with the initial
mass fraction YF0 according to F = YF /YF0 and Z = YZWF /(YF0WZ). Introducing these
variables and making use of (2) reduces (3)–(5) to the dimensionless form

∂θ

∂t
+

√
d{uf (t) + 6 my(1 − y)}∂θ

∂x
= �θ + d μqZ (6)

∂F

∂t
+

√
d{uf (t) + 6 my(1 − y)}∂F

∂x
= 1

LeF
�F − d μk(θ )FZ (7)

∂Z

∂t
+

√
d{uf (t) + 6 my(1 − y)}∂Z

∂x
= 1

LeZ
�Z + d μk(θ )FZ − d μZ, (8)

where

k(θ ) = β2 exp

{
β(θ − 1)

1 + γ (θ − 1)

}
(9)

is the dimensionless form of the chain-branching reaction rate constant ABexp {−E/RoT}
given in (1). The value of the dimensionless burning velocity uf(t) = U(t′)/SL is calculated
by the additional condition θ (x∗, y∗; t) = θ∗, where θ∗ = (T∗−T0)/(Tc−T0) is the dimen-
sionless reference temperature at the reference point (x∗, y∗). Typical values used during
our calculations were y∗ = 0.3 and θ∗ = 0.8, but different values could be used depending
on LeF.

Equations (6)–(9) need to be supplemented by the following boundary conditions far
upstream and downstream of the flame front:

x → −∞ : θ = F − 1 = Z = 0,

x → +∞ : ∂θ/∂x = ∂F/∂x = ∂Z/∂x = 0, (10)

and by the adiabatic and non-catalytic reactivity boundary conditions at the wall

y = 0 and y = 1 : ∂θ/∂y = ∂F/∂y = ∂Z/∂y = 0. (11)

Initial conditions for Equations (6)–(9) in time-dependent calculations were chosen in
the form of a hot spot for the temperature and the intermediate species, and a uniform
distribution for the fuel mass fraction, such as

t = 0 :

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

θ = θs exp
{−[(x − xs)2 + (y − ys)2]/r2

s

}
,

Z = Zs exp
{−[(x − xs)2 + (y − ys)2]/r2

s

}
,

F = 1,

(12)

where (xs, ys) corresponds to the hot spot location and rs to its radius. Typical values of
the parameters were taken as θ s = 1.2, Zs = 1, rs = 0.3, xs = 0.5 and ys = 0.3. Note that
this chain-branching kinetic model (1) cannot be used for modelling ignition processes for
lack of the corresponding chain-initiation step, for instance F → Z. In order to modelate
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the ignition-like problem herein a finite quantity of radicals Z is necessary in the initial
condition (12).

The following parameters appear in the above formulation: the heat release parameter
γ = (Tc − T0)/Tc, the dimensionless heat of reaction q = QYF0/[cp(Tc − T0)WF ], the
dimensionless mass flow rate m = U0/SL, and the reduced Damköhler number as a quotient
of diffusion to chemical times d = h2S2

L/D2
T . The Damköhler number can also be expressed

as d = (h/δT)2, the square of the ratio of the channel height to the thermal flame thickness.
The factor μ = (ρAcDT )/(WS2

L) represents the reduced inverse square of the planar
flame velocity and it is introduced herein to ensure that uf for a planar adiabatic flame
equals one. The value of μ corresponds to the solution of the following one-dimensional
eigenvalue problem:

dθ

dξ
= d2θ

dξ 2
+ μqZ,

dF

dξ
= Le−1

F

d2F

dξ 2
− μβ2 exp

{
β(θ − 1)

1 + γ (θ − 1)

}
FZ,

dZ

dξ
= Le−1

Z

d2Z

dξ 2
+ μβ2 exp

{
β(θ − 1)

1 + γ (θ − 1)

}
FZ − μZ, (13)

where ξ = x
√

d , together with the boundary conditions far upstream and downstream

ξ → −∞ : θ = F − 1 = Z = 0,

ξ → +∞ : ∂θ/∂ξ = ∂F/∂ξ = ∂Z/∂ξ = 0. (14)

The solution of the planar problem (13) and (14), which is required before solving
the complete problem (6)–(11), was calculated numerically in [39]. For completeness, the
variation of this factor μ with q is shown in Figure 2 for different values of LeF and LeZ = 1.

In the calculations, the Zel’dovich number was fixed at β = 5 as representative of
combustion processes, which also corresponds to the value reported earlier for hydrogen
chemistry [43]. The heat release parameter was kept fixed at γ = 0.7.

Anticipating the numerical results, only steady symmetric and steady non-symmetric
flames appear for LeF < 1. The steady-state computations – ∂/∂t = 0 in Equations (6)–(8) –
identified the bifurcation points where the flame breaks its symmetry. In order to check these
bifurcation points, a linear stability analysis of the steady-state symmetric solution was also
implemented, as explained below in Section 4. To obtain the steady-state symmetric base
solution we forced the symmetry of the flame, even in cases when the flame is naturally
non-symmetric, by reducing the domain to half of its height, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1/2, and imposing
the boundary conditions ∂θ /∂y = ∂F/∂y = ∂Z/∂y = 0 at y = 1/2 for the temperature and
species mass fraction, respectively.

As done before in [6,9], we also introduce herein the parameter

S =
∫ ∞

−∞

[∫ 1/2

0
{θ (x, y; t) − θ (x, 1 − y; t)} dy

]
dx

to evaluate the symmetry of the flame. For symmetric flames, S = 0 within numerical
accuracy, but it takes non-zero values when the solution becomes non-symmetric.

A time-dependent code solving the complete problem (6)–(12) was also implemented.
The time-dependent computations and the stability analysis demonstrated that only steady
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Figure 2. The variation of the eigenvalue μ with the dimensionless heat of reaction q for the one-
dimensional problem defined in (13) and (14), for different LeF and calculated for LeZ = 1, β = 5
and γ = 0.7.

flame propagation occurs for LeF < 1. However, for LeF > 1 the flame suffers from
oscillatory instabilities. In these cases, both the linear stability analysis of the symmetric
base solution and the unsteady computations were used to predict the Hopf bifurcation
points.

3. Scale of the problem and thermodynamic properties

The dimensionless form of the governing equations can conceal the magnitude of the
physical size of the problem. To estimate the order of magnitude of the channel height
together with the thermodynamic and transport properties of the fuel–oxidiser mixtures,
a series of detailed chemistry computations of freely-propagating planar premixed flames
was performed with the code LFLAM, which is based on the equations described in [44].

Since the present work investigates the influence of LeF and LeZ on the dynamics of
the flame in microchannels, three different mixtures are selected corresponding to different
values of the fuel diffusivity. For example, for LeF < 1 we choose a lean hydrogen–air
mixture at equivalence ratio φ = 0.5, such as done in [17–19]. For LeF = 1 a lean methane–
air mixture at φ = 0.6 is selected. Finally, for LeF > 1 a lean mixture at φ = 0.5 of butane
diluted in a 21% oxygen–helium environment is used, as experimentally investigated in
the dynamics of freely-propagating flames [45], where a value of LeF ≈ 4 in the unburnt
mixture was reported. It is seen that the dilution of fuels with light species results in a
significant increase of the value of the fuel Lewis number.

The detailed kinetic mechanism used during the planar flame computations was the
well-known San Diego mechanism [46] for hydrogen–air and methane–air mixtures, and
that proposed in [47] and available at [48] for butane–oxygen–helium mixtures. Note that
the laminar flame speed computed here was slightly smaller than that reported in [17] for
the hydrogen–air mixture at the same conditions (SL = 58 cm/s), probably because thermal
diffusion was excluded in those calculations.
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Table 1. Thermodynamics and transport properties for three different mixtures at pressure p =
1 atm and T0 = 300 K. The estimated value of the channel height is h.

Mixture φ SL (cm/s) DT (m2/s) LeF LeH h (mm)

H2–air 0.5 48.7 3.42 × 10−5 0.3 0.25 0.3
CH4–air 0.6 10.4 2.24 × 10−5 1.0 0.17 1.0
C4H10–O2–He 0.5 54.0 2.78 × 10−5 3.9 0.42 0.2

In our calculations, we kept the value of the Damköhler number fixed at d = 20. As
the value of the channel height for each reactive mixture can be determined from the
dimensionless parameters presented above, according to h = (DT

√
d)/SL, Table 1 shows

the values of h obtained for the three different mixtures. They correspond to micro scale in
all cases. The Lewis numbers of the fuel and H-radical were estimated from multicomponent
mixture properties in the reactive–diffusive zone of the flame and they compare with the
values of LeF used in the present work. The Lewis numbers increase slightly towards the
unburnt mixture. For example, a value of LeF = 0.35 was estimated in the fresh zone for
the hydrogen–air mixture. The value of DT was estimated in the fresh gas mixture.

4. The linear stability analysis

The linear stability analysis of the symmetric steady flame is formulated introducing a
small harmonic perturbation in the form

θ (x, y; t) = θ0(x, y) + ε θ1(x, y) exp (λt),

F (x, y; t) = F0(x, y) + εF1(x, y) exp (λt), (15)

Z(x, y; t) = Z0(x, y) + εZ1(x, y) exp (λt),

where λ ∈ C, the subindex 0 denotes the base solution obtained in the symmetric steady-
state calculations and ε is a small perturbation. As clarified in [6], it is not necessary to
introduce perturbations of uf in the analysis, and therefore the linearised eigenvalue problem
obtained when substituting the perturbation (15) into Equations (6)–(11) leads directly to
the following two-dimensional homogeneous problem:

λθ1 = −√
d{uf + 6 my(1 − y)}∂θ1

∂x
+ �θ1 + d μqZ1, (16)

λF1 = −
√

d{uf + 6 my(1 − y)}∂F1

∂x
+ 1

LeF

�F1

−d μk(θ0){Aθ1 + Z0F1 + F0Z1}, (17)

λZ1 = −
√

d{uf + 6 my(1 − y)}∂Z1

∂x
+ 1

LeZ

�Z1

+ d μk(θ0){Aθ1 + Z0F1 + F0Z1} − d μZ1, (18)

where A = β

[1+γ (θ0−1)]2 Z0F0.
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To study the stability of the symmetric steady flames, Equations (16)–(18) should be
considered in half of the domain with the corresponding boundary conditions

x → −∞ : θ1 = F1 = Z1 = 0,

x → +∞ : ∂θ1/∂x = ∂F1/∂x = ∂Z1/∂x = 0, (19)

y = 0 : ∂θ1/∂y = ∂F1/∂y = ∂Z1/∂x = 0, (20)

and two kinds of boundary conditions in the midplane y = 1/2 which select either the
symmetric mode: ∂θ1/∂y = ∂F1/∂y = ∂Z1/∂y = 0, or the non-symmetric mode: θ1 = F1 =
Z1 = 0, of the perturbation.

Since the main goal of the linear stability analysis is to determine whether a given
steady solution is stable or not, it is enough to have information only about the eigenvalue
with the largest real part. For this reason, the present work uses the simple time-dependent
method developed in [6] for calculating the main eigenvalue. This method is simple to
implement and has a numerical cost comparable to that of calculating a steady solution
using a time-marching procedure. If the real part of the main eigenvalue obtained is positive,
R(λ) = λR > 0, then the steady symmetric solution is unstable, and conversely, if λR < 0
the solution is linearly stable. If the imaginary part is also positive, I(λ) > 0, the oscillatory
instability mode is excited. The time-dependent method requires some initial conditions.
These were choosen in the form

θ1 = K1 exp
{−[(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2]/r2

0

}
,

F1 = K2 exp
{−[(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2]/r2

0

}
, (21)

Z1 = K3 exp
{−[(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2]/r2

0

}
,

where K1, K2 and K3 are non-zero complex constants with the corresponding real and
imaginary part of order unity and r0 is the characteristic radius. The values K1 = 1 − i,
K2 = 1 − i, K3 = 1 + i, y0 = 0.3, and r0 = 0.1 were used typically. The value i represents
the imaginary part. The reference point x0 was selected at a small distance upstream of the
region where Z0 peaks.

When the above method is applied to the analysis of the symmetric modes, it always
gives the eigenvalue λ = 0 in cases when the symmetric mode is stable. As clearly explained
in [6], the steady solutions of the travelling waves are always invariant with respect to a
shift along the direction of motion and therefore it always leads to the existence of λ = 0
with the eigenfunctions given by (θ1, F1, Z1) = (∂θ0/∂x, ∂F0/∂x, ∂Z0/∂x) because of the
applied Neumann boundary conditions.

5. Numerical treatment

As explained above, steady-state and time-dependent computations, together with linear
stability analysis, were carried out in a finite domain, xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax. Typical values were
xmin = −10 and xmax = 10, but they were varied to ensure independence of the results for
each case. The condition �x′ � δT was selected to achieve enough spatial resolution in
the thin flame zone where the intermediate species exist, that is, �x � d−1/2. For the value
d = 20 used in the calculations below, �x � 0.2. The spatial derivatives were discretised
using second-order, three-point central differences on a rectangular uniform grid. Typical
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numbers of points were 2001 × 101 for the x- and y-coordinates, respectively, ensuring the
condition above, �x = �y = 0.01 � 0.2. The number of points was doubled in some cases
to test grid independence.

The steady-state problem was solved using a simple Gauss–Seidel iterative method with
over-relaxation. The time-dependent calculations were carried out with a simple explicit
time-marching procedure with first-order discretisation in time. Due to the nonlinearity of
the reaction rate terms, specially important in the chain-branching description, a sufficiently
small time step �t was necessary. The typical value was �t = 10−6. However, the value of
the time step was fixed to �t = 10−7 during the time-dependent calculations of the stability
problem; see details of the method in [6].

Computations were carried out in a Linux cluster using 16 processors running with a
clockspeed of 2.93 GHz. Steady calculations required between 0.1 and 0.5 h. Unsteady and
stability calculations could take up to 12 h.

6. Results

Figures 3–5 show the variation of the steady flame propagation velocity with the flow rate
for values of the heat of reaction q = 2, 1.5 and 1.2, respectively. The smaller values of
q correspond to flames near the flammability limit. In Figure 5, we also show a particular
case very close to the flammability limit, namely the case q = 0.9 and LeF = 4, chosen to
study the oscillatory instability, as explained below in Section 6.2. Since the mass fraction
of fuel is included in the dimensionless form of the heat of reaction, q plays here the role of
the equivalence ratio for sufficiently fuel-deficient mixtures, so by using this simple chain-
branching model the influence of the equivalence ratio on the stability of the steady-state
flames can be addressed.

In the figures, solid curves represent steady and stable solutions (symmetric or non-
symmetric flames) and dashed ones indicate unstable symmetric solutions, obtained by
reducing the domain to half of its height. These symmetric solutions are used in the linear
stability analysis. The influence of LeF and LeZ on the propagation velocity is shown below.
Although the value of LeZ is usually smaller than LeF in typical combustion processes,
herein we study independently all ranges of values for completeness. We distinguish two
cases: the first one corresponding to LeF < 1, where only steady flame propagation emerges,
and the second one to LeF > 1, when unsteady flame dynamics appear.

6.1. Symmetry-breaking bifurcation for LeF < 1

For LeF < 1 the flame propagates steadily as a whole. A multiplicity of solutions can
exist – both symmetric and non-symmetric flame solutions.

Let us focus on Figure 3(a). For sufficiently negative values of m (assisted flow) the
flame shape is always symmetric and propagates upstream (uf > 0). When m is increased
to sufficient positive values (opposed flow) the flame switches to a non-symmetric flame
shape, only for LeF < 1. This symmetry-breaking bifurcation occurs when m = mb, where
mb is the largest flow rate value with S = 0. In the figures, the symbol • marks the bifurcation
point. Solid curves for m < mb represent stable symmetric solutions and solid curves for
m > mb indicate stable non-symmetric ones. The dashed curves for m > mb corresponds to
unstable symmetric solutions, as commented before.

The flashback point, defined as the critial flow rate for which the flame propagates
upstream, is marked with the symbol ◦ in the figures. Flames of lighter mixtures such
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Figure 3. The variation with the flow rate of the propagation velocity of the flame for four different
fuel Lewis numbers. Calculated for d = 20, q = 2 and: (a) LeZ = 1; (b) LeZ = 0.3. Solid curves
indicate stable and steady solutions (symmetric flame shape for m < mb and non-symmetric for m >
mb) and dashed curves represent unstable symmetric solutions.

as LeF = 0.3 can propagate upstream with larger values of the opposed flow rate than
heavier mixtures, such as LeF = 1, for example. This effect is associated with an increase
of the temperature due to flame curvature and diffusion effect, which also becomes more
important for flames close to the flammability limit. However, if the intermediate species
are very diffusive, as in the case with LeZ = 0.3 shown in Figure 3(b), its concentration
in the curved flame is sunk by diffusion, in particular in the transversal direction, then
promoting the symmetry of the flame. Figure 3(b) shows the flame velocity with the flow
rate, but only symmetric solutions were found. The high diffusion of Z stabilises the flame
to symmetric shapes in all cases.
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Figure 4. The variation with the flow rate of the propagation velocity of the flame for four different
fuel Lewis numbers. Calculated for d = 20, q = 1.5 and: (a) LeZ = 1; (b) LeZ = 0.3. The inset in (b)
shows the multiplicity of solutions that emerge for LeF = 0.3.

A similar effect is found for q = 1.5 and q = 1.2 in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. As
the flame becomes leaner, by reducing the value of q, symmetry-breaking bifurcation is
anticipated to smaller values of m, but the effect of LeZ decrease in importance.

Most of the bifurcations found were supercritical, that is, a stable non-symmetric branch
and a non-stable symmetric one emerge from a stable symmetric solution. However, sub-
critical bifurcations arise when reducing the value of q. This is shown in the inset in
Figure 4(b), where multiplicity of stable solutions was found for LeF = 0.3. To clarify this
point better, Figure 6 shows the bifurcation diagram in the S–m plane for this case, i.e.
LeF = 0.3 and q = 1.5. Three stable solutions become possible for the same value of m:
one symmetric (S = 0) and two non-symmetric (S < 0 or S > 0) when reducing the value of
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Figure 5. The variation with the flow rate of the propagation velocity of the flame for four different
fuel Lewis numbers. Calculated for d = 20, q = 1.2 and: (a) LeZ = 1; (b) LeZ = 0.3, except in the
case LeF = 4, which was calculated for q = 0.9. In this case in (a), the symbols � and � show the
samples plotted in Figures 9 and 11 for a time-dependent calculation, respectively. The symbols �,� and  in (b) correspond to the flame structure plotted in Figure 7. The inset in (b) shows more
clearly the intricate hysteresis for LeF = 0.3.

LeZ. The connective branches between the bifurcation point and the non-symmetric solu-
tions are unstable and are not plotted in the figures. Hysteresis showing a double solution
has already been reported in the dynamics of hydrogen–air flames in micro- and meso-scale
channels with a prescribed wall temperature [17,18]. The inset in Figure 4(b) shows the
same effect, that is, hysteresis in the symmetric solution branch.

For fuel-lean flames, such as q = 1.2 in Figure 5, the influence of the diffusivity of
radicals in the flame stabilisation to symmetric solutions becomes almost negligible due to
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Figure 6. Bifurcation diagram representing the parameter S as a function of the relative flow rate
m − mb for three different LeZ. Calculated for d = 20, q = 1.5 and LeF = 0.3. The critical values
mb = −0.006, 0.5146 and 0.9499 correspond to the flow rate at the bifurcation point for LeZ = 1,
LeZ = 0.3 and LeZ = 0.15, respectively. The inset blows up the near bifurcation region showing that
three stable solutions are possible for subcritical bifurcations.

the small radicals concentrations found close to the flammability limit. However, for m =
0, we can still see the stabilising effect of the radical diffusion. For example, Figure 5(a)
shows flames that propagate faster than that of the planar one for LeF = 0.5 and LeF = 0.3.
This indicates the existence of cellular structures that emerge for very diffusive fuels and
sufficiently lean flames. In Figure 5(b), where we decrease the value of LeZ to 0.3, the cellular
structure disappears when LeF = 0.5 and the flame becomes planar again, propagating at
uf = 1. It is interesting to comment here briefly on the effect of the Damköhler number.
When the characteristic size of the cellular flame is comparable with that of the channel
height, this cellular flame emerges. Larger values of d allow the existence of cellular
structures for larger values of LeF. The same was demonstrated for symmetric flames in [6],
that is, symmetric solutions become unstable to non-symmetric solutions for a sufficiently
wide channel. The inset in Figure 5(b) shows the intricate hysteresis found in the symmetric
solution for LeF = 0.3.

Figure 7 depicts the typical flame structure found in the computations. They correspond
to flames obtained in the case q = 1.2, LeF = 0.5, and LeZ = 0.3, marked with symbols
in Figure 5(b). For m < 1 the flame shows a mushroom-like shape and for m > 1 the
flame is tulip-shaped whenever it is stable, otherwise it shows a non-symmetric slant-like
shape. These flame shapes in ducts were described before for a complete Navier–Stokes
formulation [28,30], and a thorough explanation of the flame-flow interaction in tulip flames
during the flame propagation in closed ducts was described in [49]. Note the increase of
temperature above the adiabatic value (dashed lines) due to flame curvature. The maximum
temperature is higher in the non-symmetric case.

The linear stability analysis of the symmetric flame solution helps to confirm the location
of the bifurcation points. They are all in agreement with the results predicted by steady-state
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Figure 7. Flame structure for steady symmetric and non-symmetric flames. Calculated for q = 1.2,
LeF = 0.5 and LeZ = 0.3. Isotherms are plotted with solid lines at intervals of 0.1 up to θ = 1.2.
Dashed lines correspond to isotherms from the adiabatic temperature θ = 1.2 at intervals of 0.02. The
contours of the radical mass fraction are plotted at intervals of 0.02. (a) Symmetric mushroom-shaped
flame for m = −1. (b) Symmetric tulip-shaped flame for m = 1. Non-symmetric slant-shaped flame
for m = 1: (c-1) isotherms and (c-2) radical mass fraction contours. The flame structures (a), (b) and
(c) correspond to the symbols �, � and  in Figure 5(b), respectively.

and time-dependent calculations. Figure 8 shows the growth rate of the real part of the main
eigenvalue λR with the flow rate m for a constant value of q = 1.5 and for different values
of LeF and LeZ as an example. The imaginary part is not plotted here because its value
is always zero. All the curves correspond to the non-symmetric perturbative mode. The
plot shows that the transition to a non-symmetric flame shape occurs for larger values of
m when LeZ is reduced. The effect of the differential diffusion of Z is then to stabilise the
symmetric flame shape, as commented above, although this effect becomes less important
for smaller values of LeF.

6.2. Oscillatory instability for LeF > 1

Oscillatory instability only emerges for sufficiently large values of LeF > 1 and small
enough values of the heat of reaction q, that is, only for flames close to the flammability
limit. As an example, the cases with LeF = 4 and q = 0.9 are shown in Figure 5, where
the the symbol • marks in this case a supercritical Hopf bifurcation indicating that the
symmetric flame solution turns into an unstable and oscillatory mode (dashed line) with a
non-symmetric shape fluctuating in time between the adiabatic walls. The solution again
becomes steady and symmetric for sufficiently large values of the assisted or opposed flow
rates (solid line).

In order to clarify the flame dynamics, Figure 9 shows the isocontours of the radical
mass fraction plotted at different instants for the time-dependent computations. The figure
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Figure 8. The growth rate of λR as a function of the flow rate m for q = 1.5. The symbol •
corresponds to the bifurcation point and the symbol ◦ to the critical flashback point.

corresponds to the case LeF = 4, LeZ = 1, q = 0.9 and assisted flow m = −1.2 plotted
with the symbol � in Figure 5(a). Note in Figure 9 that, because of the hot-spot initial
conditions (12), another symmetric flame, not attached to the reference frame, propagates
downstream; see the plot at t = 0.52. Actually, this flame corresponds to the opposed flow

Figure 9. Evolution of the flame from the hot-spot initial condition (12) calculated for LeF = 4,
LeZ = 1, q = 0.9 and m = −1.2. The figure plots the isocontours of Z (at intervals of 0.03) at four
instances, some marked with the symbol ◦ in Figure 14.
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Figure 10. The growth rate λR as a function of the flow rate m for the case LeF = 4 and q = 0.9.
Thin curves correspond to LeZ = 1 and thick curves to LeZ = 0.3. The curves are plotted with solid
lines when the imaginary part I(λ) �= 0 and with dashed lines when I(λ) = 0. The Z isocontours for
the cases m = −1.2 (symbol �) and m = 2 (symbol �) are plotted in Figures 9 and 11, respectively.

Figure 11. Evolution of the flame from the hot-spot initial condition (12) calculated for LeF = 4,
LeZ = 1, q = 0.9 and m = 2. The figure plots the isocontours of Z (at intervals of 0.03) at four
instances, some marked with the symbol • in Figure 14.
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Figure 12. The growth rate λR as a function of LeZ for LeF = 4, q = 0.9 and m = 1. The curves are
plotted with solid lines when I(λ) �= 0 and with dashed lines when I(λ) = 0.

case m = 1.2, and after a long computation it showed a symmetric oscillation at first but
was finally extinguished. Animation 1, included in the supplementary material (see the
section ‘Supplemental data’ immediately preceding the references list), clearly shows this
behaviour. The evolution in time of the isocontours of Z is plotted and the flame dynamics
is better observed.

The linear stability analysis demonstrates that both flames, that is, the case m = −1.2
and m = 1.2, become unstable (λR > 0), as depicted in Figure 10 with thin lines, and

Figure 13. The growth rate λR as a function of q for LeF = 4, LeZ = 1 and m = 1. The curves are
plotted with solid lines when I(λ) �= 0 and with dashed lines when I(λ) = 0.
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with the symbol � for m = −1.2. In this figure, solid lines are used when I(λ) > 0.
The non-symmetric oscillating mode is more prone to arise for m = −1.2. This was
checked during time-dependent calculations. For m = 1.2 the symmetric oscillating mode
or pulsating mode would be more prone to emerge, but the flame extinguishes after some
symmetric oscillations, as commented before. Other initial conditions were assumed during
computations in order to check this extinction point, for example, by using the corresponding
steady-state profiles perturbed with (12), but the flame always extinguished.

The same has been done for the case LeF = 4, LeZ = 1, q = 0.9 and m = 2, marked
with the symbol � in Figure 5(a). In this case, Figure 11 depicts the Z isocontours for
four instances, where the flame evolves to a steady flame solution. Also note that another
flame propagates downstream at a constant velocity; see t = 0.42. It corresponds to the case
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m = −2. Animation 2 shows the flame dynamics for this case, where the steady flames
propagating upstream and downstream are much better seen. Figure 10 shows with thin
curves that both steady symmetric solutions are stable (λR < 0). The symbol � stand for
m = 2. The case m = 0 also exhibits extinction. It seems to be a characteristic of the
chain-branching kinetics, not seen in the one-step model, that the flame becomes unstable
to extinction before reaching the theoretical flammability limit for LeF > 1 cases [42].

The role of the differential diffusion of the radical is completely reversed for LeF >

1 in comparison to LeF < 1. Lighter radicals destabilise the flame to oscillatory modes.
This can be seen in Figure 10, where the unstable region is increased when reducing
LeZ to 0.3. This tendency is tested in Figure 12, where λR is plotted as a function of LeZ

for the values of LeF = 4, q = 0.9 and m = 1. The main eigenvalue increases when LeZ

decreases. When the mixture becomes leaner the flame is also destabilised, as seen in
Figure 13, where the variation of λR with q for the case LeF = 4, LeZ = 1 and m = 1 is
shown. Flames with q > 0.93 become stable in this case, indicating that only equivalence
ratios close to the flammability limit suffer from unstable modes. A similar behaviour has
been reported recently when studying the influence of the equivalence ratio in the flame
stability in channels with a prescribed wall temperature and making use of an Arrhenius
chemistry [50].

In Figure 14 we plot the time histories of uf and S for the cases with LeF = 4, LeZ = 1
and q = 0.9 for m = −1.2 and m = 2, using the initial condition (12) in a time-dependent
calculation. The non-symmetric oscillatory flame shows a period doubling for m = −1.2,
but for m = 2 the flame is steady. The time-dependent calculation agrees well with the
solution given by the linear stability analysis. Period-two and period-four solutions have
been reported earlier in the chain-branching kinetics of planar flame fronts [42].

It is interesting to note that the steady flame shape is also reversed for LeF > 1 in
comparison to LeF < 1. For example, Figure 7(a) shows that mushroom-like shapes arise
for assisted flows when LeF < 1; however, tulip-like shapes appear when LeF > 1 – see the
flame shape that propagates downstream (m = −2) at t = 0.42 in Figure 11. The differential
diffusion of the fuel modifies the characteristic flame shape. The same is true for opposed
flows.

7. Conclusions

The role of the intermediate species in the stability of flames propagating in adiabatic and
non-catalytic channels was addressed in the present paper, making use of a simple two-step
chain-branching kinetics. In order to concentrate on the preferential diffusion of the species,
the thermo-diffusive model was employed. The size of the channel was kept fixed to a micro
scale (h ≈ 1 mm or d = 20) for selected values of LeF and LeZ.

Calculations were carried out using a steady-state code, a time-dependent code and a
linear stability analysis of the steady symmetric base solution. The results obtained with
the different approaches were all in agreement.

For LeF < 1 the flame is always steady, but symmetry-breaking bifurcation arises at
sufficiently large values of the opposed flow, that is, the symmetric solution breaks to a
non-symmetric one. The assisted flow does not suffer from this symmetry-breaking effect,
at least in the range of values studied here. It is seen that small values of LeF, for instance
LeF = 0.3, increase the flame curvature and the maximum temperature in this region.
This effect allows the flame to remain in the channel at higher flow rates before flashback
occurrence. However, small values of LeZ stabilise the flame again to symmetric solutions.
This result is negative in the sense that the flame can no longer be held in the channel before
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flashback. For very lean mixtures, the role of LeZ was found to be less important due to the
small radical concentration found in the reaction zone and cellular flame structures were
identified in this regime.

For LeF > 1, oscillatory instabilities emerge only close to the flammability limit and
for high enough values of LeF. The Poiseuille flow stabilises the flame and the role of the
intermediate species is opposite to the case with LeF < 1. Very diffusive radicals further
destabilise the flame to oscillatory, pulsating or extinction modes.

The design of stable and practical microcombustors through catalytic reactions can
make good use of the systematic study of the intermediate species involved in the chemical
reactions and a theoretical simple chain-branching model allows first conclusions, as shown
in the present work.
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Animation 1: Time evolution of the isocontours of Z for the case LeF = 4, LeZ = 1,
q = 0.9, and m = −1.2. This corresponds to the case marked with the symbol � in Figure 10.

Animation 2: Time evolution of the isocontours of Z for the case LeF = 4, LeZ = 1,
q = 0.9, and m = 2. This corresponds to the case marked with the symbol � in Figure 10.
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